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DIGITAL VEHICULAR REPEATER SYSTEMS
Testing the Swiss Army Knife of Remote Communications
Normally, when you get to say
‘about 20 kilometers southeast of
Cheticamp, Nova Scotia, within the
8900 protected hectares that
encompass the stunning Margaree
River Wilderness Area’, it’s remotely
possible you might come across a fly
fisherman dreaming of landing a 30
pound Atlantic Salmon on the world
famous river. But other than that,
it’s much more likely that here,
among the steep, forested slopes
that lead to the rivers many
branches, you will see moose, a bald
eagle, perhaps even an eastern
coyote.
Here, is Cape Clear Nova Scotia.
At 1500 feet of elevation, the white
granite outcropping overlooking a
gorge, provides one of the finest
views in the Province, taking in the
Northeast Margaree River, and its
tributary, First Forks Brook, a
thousand feet below.
From the perspective of providing
communications to a place like Cape
Clear, it’s a ‘double whammy’ says
Matt Boyle, Acting Director of Public
Safety and Field Communications
(PSFC) for the Nova Scotia
Government.

One of the many breathtaking views of Cape Clear, Nova Scotia.
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DVRS CONT’D
“Not only is it very remote, without easy access to commercial power, for
example”, says Boyle, “but the sharply rolling terrain is very challenging
for wireless communication systems like Trunked Mobile Radio (TMR) in
terms of providing adequate coverage. Because of that terrain, you’d
have to put fixed tower sites in many places at a very great expense to
make a big difference in coverage, so traditional ways of supporting
communications for first responders are not always practical.”
Boyle says while the Nova Scotia TMR system covers about 95% of the
land mass of the Province, there are places here and there where there is
‘very little to no’ TMR coverage. In these places, where eagles, moose and
coyotes sometimes outnumber people, public safety and public works
staff and volunteers still must deliver services, rescue people and fight
forest fires. And, therefore, communications, even in these places, can
become a matter of life or death.
Fortunately, there are tools that can help, and the PSFC Mobile
Communications Service (MCS) team, together with a Department of
Lands and Forestry (DLF) Airbus H-125 helicopter, and a couple of DLF
firefighting teams assembled at Cape Clear on a beautiful day in early
September to conduct an exercise testing one of PSFC’s Futurecom
Digital Vehicular Repeater Systems (DVRS).
A DVRS is a ruggedized lower-powered radio base station, that, when
used in conjunction with a TMR ‘donor’ mobile radio at a remote
location, can extend radio coverage of the nearest radio system tower,
providing radio system coverage where there usually isn’t any.
“It actually has multiple functions other than extending system coverage
in remote areas”, says Scott Hawkes, the Supervisor of the MCS team. “It
can operate seamlessly with a P-25 system like TMR, even extending
encrypted communications with the extended coverage for police
agencies, and it’s used extensively throughout North America for police
and fire fighters to give them coverage in buildings.”
One of the biggest challenges for any public safety radio system is ‘inbuilding’ coverage.
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For after-hours TMR Emergencies
call 1-877-293-6977. Ask for the
Mobile Communications Service
‘On Call’ person.

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT TRAINING
Training on using the
communications equipment and
services needed to coordinate
public safety response. PSFC
provides TMR training to all
users. For more information visit
our communications equipment
training web site.

DVRS CONT’D
Even systems as complex and functional as TMR
have challenges when it comes to providing
communications inside structures. TMR systems
operate on radio frequencies, which can be
frustrated by a structures design, its building
materials, or even certain kinds of coatings used
for windows. All can have the effect of retarding
the penetration of the radio frequency signalling,
meaning that radio system coverage in a building
without an expensive internal antennae system
can be spotty to non-existent.
“Many first response agencies use the DVRS as a
vehicle-based repeater”, says Hawkes. “It’s on
board the fire truck or the police car as it rolls up
to a structure. Once it’s on, it can dramatically

improve in-building coverage when it’s needed.”
The PSFC MCS team set up a DVRS system at
Cape Clear. It linked a fire crew working in a deep
ravine with another team on the other side of the
1500 foot elevation.

“Both these areas didn’t have any TMR coverage
at all”, said Boyle. “But not only were we able to
link the teams locally over that rugged terrain, we
used the DVRS to link those crews to the nearest
TMR system site, which got them on to a mutual
aid talkgroup. If this had been a real incident and
not an exercise, those fire crews would be linked
to their dispatch service, or any other first
responders coming to the scene.”

Department of Lands and Forestry’s Patrol 1 Helicopter, assisting in the Cape Clear exercise.
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Joining PSFC and Lands and Forestry staff, fire crews,
and pilots that day, was a videographer from
FuturecomTV, the YouTube channel for the
manufacturer of the device, Futurecom Systems Group.
The Futurecom DVRS is used extensively by first
response agencies across North America.
“In talking with the Futurecom people”, said Hawkes,
“they tell us that the use by first responders in the
Maritime region is extensive and intense, and
somewhat unique from the perspective that we use all
of the devices functionality, and we deploy it in
interesting and innovative ways.”

The short video of the exercise and testing was
produced by the company and is hosted on its
YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGMgJtJ2qWk

Join our
Facebook Group!
Search for ‘Nova Scotia
Public Safety and Field
Communications’

Pictured above is the equipment that was used to
gain TMR coverage in the remote area of Cape Clear;
the Futurecom DVRS (left), and omnidirectional
antenna (right).
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STRESS TESTING PUBLIC SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS
Dorian Showed Why Investments in Network Hardening are Important for First Responders
Post Tropical Cyclone Dorian hit Nova Scotia hard,
first reaching Sambro Creek, just south of Crystal
Crescent Provincial Park in Halifax County on Saturday
evening, September 7th, 2019. It had sustained winds
of 155 km per hour, and it was the most serious
weather event for Nova Scotia since September 2003,
when Hurricane Juan cut a destructive and narrow
swath through central Nova Scotia.

The storm knocked out power to approximately 80%
of the homes and businesses in the Province. It was
the largest wide area power outage in the Provinces
history, and it created challenges for Bell Mobility in
supporting backup power systems that take over
when commercial power failed to TMR sites.
“Communications systems for first responders, like
most systems, rely on commercial power. Trunked
Mobile Radio is no exception”, said Hawkes. “TMR has
95 sites across the Province. Eighty three of them lost
power and reverted to backup power at one point or
another either during the storm, or in the recovery
period during the week after the storm.”

While Juan was classified as a Category 2 hurricane,
had marginally higher winds, and is legendary for the
damage it caused, in many ways Dorian was a
significantly bigger test for the Province, its citizens,
its utilities, and especially for the first responders and
the communications systems they now more heavily
rely on to do their jobs.

Hawkes also noted that not all those 83 sites were on
backup power at the same time.

“I live in Caledonia in Queens County”, said Scott
Hawkes, Public Safety and Field Communications Field
Services Supervisor. “Juan was certainly a serious
event and very memorable, but for western Nova
Scotia, and I imagine for most of the rest of the
Province, Dorian was much more serious because it
hit everywhere.”

“On Sunday evening, the 8th, and into Monday
morning, we had 67 of the 95 sites on either diesel
generator or battery backup at the same time. That is
a lot more sites on backup power than we have ever
seen before. It was almost hard to believe.”
Most of those 67 sites have diesel generators, but
several are supported via battery plants at the sites.
This created challenges for Bell in refueling sites on
diesel and transporting portable generators to
recharge battery powered sites.

Dorian, for the most part, ended up being largely
about the complications arising from power outages.

Did you know?

“All of that would have been enough of a challenge”,
continued Hawkes, “but on top of that, there were
many, many downed trees, which created access
issues for those trying to service equipment or refuel
or recharge generators at sites.”

In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
and PEI, there are approximately
30,000 TMR users and 22,000

The storm also presented some unique challenges for
Public Safety and Field Communications Mobile
Communications Services (MCS) field staff, which is
charged with helping first responder services
communicate during an emergency or a disaster.

radios on the system.
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“We learned that we need to make changes to the
kinds of talkgroups in the radios of some of our
field staff and contractors, to give them better
access to mutual aid and certain operational
talkgroups”, said Hawkes. “We’re thinking about
strategic placement of fuel at different sites
because when there’s a widespread power outage,
fuel gets pretty hard to come by because fuel
pumps at gas stations need power to work, and we
have comms support vehicles moving all around
the Province during these kinds of events.”

“Our team gets prepared days in advance for these
kinds of things”, said Paul Maynard, PSFCs Volunteer
Public Safety Sector Coordinator. “We pre-position
equipment, we make sure we have spares, and we
get our remote diagnostic systems up and running.
We had a pretty good plan, and I personally was
ready to roll on late Sunday as the winds died down.
But sometimes, things happen, and plans go out the
window.”
For Maynard, a resident of Hantsport in the Annapolis
Valley, the thing he didn’t expect was that both
routes out of the town where he lives were
completely blocked by downed trees.

He continued.
“One of the most important things we learned was
about how TMR2 performs in a widespread
emergency. With all those power outages, the
worst of it saw only 6 of 95 sites go off the air
completely. That meant that at the worst point,
after that province-wide storm, almost 94 percent
of TMR was up and functioning. Compare that to
almost any other system or network, and it looks
more than pretty good.”

“I had all this great equipment”, continued Maynard,
“but for a little while, I couldn’t even get out of
Hantsport with any of it.”
Both Maynard and Hawkes agreed that every event
like Dorian is an opportunity to learn and apply those
lessons for the inevitable next time.

Hantsport firefighters assist to remove a tree blocking Highway 1 in the midst of the Dorian storm.
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PSFC STAFF PROFILE: PAUL MAYNARD
‘He’s Busy Enough to Be Twins!’
You might say Paul Maynard had a pretty full life
before he became the Volunteer Public Safety User
Coordinator for the Office of Public Safety and Field
Communications (PSFC) with the Nova Scotia
Government in September 2015.

Treasurer, and back home, Paul is the vice-president
of the Kings County Firefighters Association.
It turns out that this pace and the pull on his time
was good preparation for both Paul, and his wife
Alanna- a microbiology technician with Acadia
University- and daughter Amelia. Especially lately,
when one of his ‘side jobs’ within PSFC, as a member
of the PSFC Mobile Communications Support (MCS)
team, went into overdrive this Fall.

In fifteen and a half very busy years with the
Provinces Ground and Air Ambulance contractorEmergency Medical Care Inc (EMCI)- Paul had worked
as a Finance Supervisor on ambulance billing and
collections, as the Media Relations Coordinator, an
emergency medical dispatcher, and as the program
lead on EMCIs medical first response program,
coordinating a program with 2,400 firefighters across
200+ volunteer fire
departments on advanced
medical first aid provided
for patient pre-hospital
care.
If that wasn’t enough,
during the same period, he
has served as the Regional
Emergency Management
Coordinator for the
Municipality of West Hants
and the Town of Windsor,
the Deputy Fire Chief for his
hometown of Hantsport,
and he has been active in
the Fire Services Association
of Nova Scotia (FSANS) and
Canadian Volunteer Fire
Services Association
(CVFSA). Currently, Paul
serves on the executive and
national board of directors
of the CVFSA, serving as
Nova Scotia Director and

MCS provides trained staff and specially equipped
vehicles to support first responder communications
during planned and emergency events. The service
helps to extend radio system coverage, troubleshoot

Wearing one of his many hats, Paul Maynard takes part in a training session
that included multiple Volunteer Fire Departments.
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technical problems, provide planning assistance,
help to manage air to ground communications, and
provide spare equipment and batteries to responders on site.

events, such as the Wharf Rat Rally in Digby, the
Atlantic Canada Airshow in Greenwood, and a
communication exercise with fire crews in the Cape
Breton Highlands.”

“I got a little taste of what this could be in the
Summer of 2016, not long after I joined PSFC”, said
Paul. “The fires in Western Nova Scotia that year
were particularly bad. Our whole MCS team, our
office staff, even some other provincial
government staff that we knew got called in. We
ended up deploying for 11 straight days,
sometimes working 16-18-hour days.”

“Without any unplanned events or emergencies, we
already had a very busy late Summer and early Fall on
the books, so naturally, that’s when everything went
crazy.”
Maynard said the unplanned part of the season
kicked of on August 23rd, when the MCS team got
called to a remote part of Shelburne County-Jordan
Lake-to provide comms support for a forest fire.

“These kinds of events are not only a challenge for
us. Like a lot of first responders, when we get
called to work a forest fire or the aftermath of a
Hurricane, our families won’t see much of us for
days and days, and this is usually at a time when
most people want and need to stick close to home
and their loved ones. In my case, Alanna and
Amelia have been very patient through the years.
They’ve been somewhat conditioned to it by my
time in fire service, but with the job I’m in now, the
pace can get a bit intense at times. Despite that,
they continue to be great, supporting me
whenever and wherever they can.”

Four days later, the team was asked to help with the
ground search and rescue in a remote part of
Annapolis County called East Margaretsville.
The very next day, a call to another forest fire, this
time Black River Lake in Kings County.
Then, while MCS teams were still supporting several
planned events in the first week of September,
another call for comms support on September 6th.
This time, supporting communications for a water
rescue at Shorts Lake in Colchester County.
Maynard told Forum delegates that this period, prior
to Saturday September 7th, turned out to be the
calmest part of entire three weeks in comparison to
what then followed.

At the recent Nova Scotia Interoperability Forum,
Paul spoke to over 200 delegates about a threeweek period in late August through midSeptember, where the pace for the MCS team was
almost unprecedented.

“Everything is relative. . . I thought we were having
one of our busiest periods ever until Post Tropical
Cyclone Dorian hit that evening, and then we were in
somewhat of a similar situation as we had been back
in 2016 with the western Nova Scotia fires. It was an
all hands on deck at that point.”

“At the beginning of that period, on August 23rd,
we were already actively working with different
agencies, like the Cape Breton Regional Hospital,
on communication upgrades of its facility, or
working with different event organizers for
communications support for several planned public

For the next week all MCS staff, PSFC Office Staff, and
maintenance contractors went into overdrive.
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“Radios were provided to the military as they arrived from Gagetown”, said Maynard. “We were fanning out
and doing damage assessments on radio sites, we were loaning radios to fire departments in communities
that were cut off, we were working with NS Power and Bell to get commercial power restored to radio sites,
we were keeping generators going on radio sites supporting fire paging systems, we were assigning mutual aid
channels, we were using special communications gear to restore coverage to a TMR site in Yarmouth
County . . . it really didn’t stop for a week.”

One Forum delegate listening to the presentation summed it up when he was heard to say that Maynard ‘was
busy enough to be twins.’
“None of this would be possible without support from our families”, said Maynard. “All of us who get caught
up in this work can’t say enough about the patience and flexibility shown by spouses, significant others and
our children.”

A great family photo; Paul with his daughter, Amelia, and his wife, Alanna. Missing from the
photo is their beloved dog, Holly.
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2019 NOVA SCOTIA INTEROPERABILITY FORUM
Fifteenth Year Focuses on Supporting Communications During Emergency Events
Despite a protest that closed the MacDonald Bridge, right next to the meeting venue, over two hundred
delegates made it to the 2019 Annual Nova Scotia Interoperability Forum in Dartmouth on October 8th, 2019.
The theme of this years conference– Supporting First Responder Communications During an Emergency- was
well timed, with memories of one of the most significant Nova Scotia weather events of the last 20 yearsPost Tropical Cyclone Dorian- still fresh for many of the delegates in attendance.
Conference Highlights:
•

•

The Radio Interoperability Nova Scotia Advisory
Council (RINSAC) sub-committee chairs on InBuilding Coverage (Chaired by Scott Johnson of
the RCMP), Dispatch (Chaired by Dawn Clancey of
Integrated Emergency Services at Halifax Regional
Municipality) and Backup Communications
(Chaired by Doug Luzny of Halifax Regional
Municipality) all made their first reports to the
Interoperability Forum this year. Their committees
will be looking at ways to optimize TMR in these
three key areas. The deliberations of the subcommittees and what they recommend will be
important guidance for PSFC, and the Provincial
Government in terms of necessary future
investments in this shared system.
Constable Ken MacDonald of the New Glasgow
Regional Police Service gave a presentation on
how the recent introduction of TMR is making a
fundamental difference for policing in his
community. MacDonald recounted for delegates a
fascinating real-life police chase in his community
using the police communications system New
Glasgow had prior to its coming on to TMR. He
talked about how coverage limitations and a lack
of interoperability with neighboring police
services created significant challenges as the New
Glasgow Regional Police pursued a fleeing driver
through Pictou County.
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•

Attendees heard from TMR Vendors including:


Chris MacPherson, National Director of Sales,
Public Safety & Government representing Bell
Mobility. MacPherson talked about how wireless services environment is changing across
the country, and about the introduction of
new, public safety only broadband data
services such as Bell’s new Mobile Broadband
for First Response or MBFR.



Steve Lostracco, Senior Sales Professional
Government and Public Safety Technology
Leader for Motorola Solutions, in his
presentation titled “Above and Beyond in the
Moments that Matter” talked about
Motorola’s long history in North America
around providing quick communications assistance, equipment and services in the wake of
large-scale emergencies and disasters.



Bob Harvey, president of JVC Kenwood
Canada and his National Sales Manager
Francois Lebouef joined PSFC’s Director of
Strategic Initiatives on stage for a longanticipated announcement that JVC Kenwood
has been selected as the second qualified
vendor of radios for the TMR 2 system in Nova
Scotia. Bob also talked about his company’s
long-term commitment to public safety
services and how the company recognizes
excellence in the community.

FORUM CONT’D
•

Norman Quilichini, who manages the Wildfires Telecom and Facilities Unit for the Government of Alberta
talked about that Provinces massive, and massively impressive, communications support and facilities
development and preparations for Alberta’s wildfire season. Among other things, Norman discussed the
complexity around building remote facilities, such as mountaintop radio sites, and how hundreds of
aircraft were coordinated and integrated into emergency response during the season.

•

Steve Mallory, the State of Maine’s Interoperability Coordinator, talked about disaster communications
and how his State uses its new statewide system and non-system tools to ensure first responders can
coordinate, and keep safe, during an emergency.

•

Keith Victor, the Communications System Manager for the Town of West Hartford Connecticut, talked
about the importance of backup communications systems and the importance of ensuring emergency
responders have the right training, and about how communications were supported during a recent plane
crash in his jurisdiction.

The attendance for the annual Nova Scotia Interoperability Forum grows and grows each year. With
representation from dozens of different user groups, networking is what most attendees look forward to.

If you were unable to attend the 2019 Interoperability Forum, you can watch the
presentations by following this link:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwLZ9YtgHtLD19M_C6n3iLitq_Ye3mTe9
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FORUM CONT’D
•

This years Ian MacKinnon Interoperability Award, this year presented by his widow Jane, and in
recognition to the team or individual who has done the most to support interoperable communications
for first response during the course of the year, was awarded to Lyle Donovan. Aside from working as a
Paramedic for Emergency Medical Care Inc., Lyle is also Victoria County’s Emergency Management and
Fire Service Co-ordinator. Lyle has continually gone above and beyond the call of duty helping PSFC with
everything from remote radio site damage assessments to helping to transport and deploy emergency
communications equipment across Cape Breton and Eastern Nova Scotia.

Pictured above is this years Ian MacKinnon Interoperability award winner, Lyle Donovan, with his wife, Michele, and
the presenter of the award, Jane MacKinnon. With Michele’s help, PSFC was able to keep this award a surprise!

Public Safety and Field Communications
780 Windmill Road, 3rd Floor
Dartmouth, NS

Visit our website:

We
Moved!
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https://novascotia.ca/is/programs-andservices/psfc.asp

